- Applauded – Australia’s most awarded convention centre
- Brisbane, Australia’s best kept secret – A city whose star is on the rise with new hotels, edgy bars and restaurants
- Unique spaces and meeting places – 44 meeting rooms from the intimately private to the spectacular
- Tech savvy – Leaders in innovation and technology including a free conference app
- Right in the heart – A unique cultural, entertainment and parkland precinct
- Experience excellence – Capitalise on 25 years of industry knowledge and expertise
- Always welcoming – A friendly, walkable, connected, compact and contemporary city
- Outstanding value – Enjoy exceptional, award-winning service and unparalleled flexibility
- Prime location – Maximise delegate numbers with the Asia Pacific on our doorstep
- Surrounded by icons – Pristine islands, rainforests and day trips to the reef – the best of Australia at your fingertips
- Centre for humanity changing science – World’s first cancer vaccine developed in Brisbane

**OUR CITY, YOUR CANVAS.**

**MORE SUCCESS PER SQUARE METRE**

**FLOOR PLANS**
CREATE WITH THE WORLD’S BEST

• World-class – Affordable, contemporary conference spaces
• Tech-savvy – Leaders in innovation and technology including a free conference app
• Outstanding value – Enjoy exceptional, award-winning service and unparalleled flexibility
• Unique spaces and meeting places – 44 meeting rooms from the intimately private to the spectacular
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YOUR CANVAS

• Applauded – Australia’s most awarded convention centre
• Experience excellence – Capitalise on 25 years of industry knowledge and expertise
• Outstanding value – Enjoy exceptional, award-winning service and unparalleled flexibility
• World-class – Affordable, contemporary conference spaces
• Prime location – Maximise delegate numbers with the Asia Pacific on our doorstep

Surrounded by icons – Pristine islands, rainforests and day trips to the reef – the best of Australia at your fingertips

Centre for humanity changing science – World’s first cancer vaccine developed in Brisbane

OUTSTANDING VALUE – Enjoy exceptional, award-winning service and unparalleled flexibility

WORLD-CLASS – Affordable, contemporary conference spaces

TECH-SAVVY – Leaders in innovation and technology including a free conference app

MORE SUCCESS PER SQUARE METRE

MORE INFORMATION

• Information accurate at time of printing.
• Banquet and cocktail capacities are the comfortable maximums for each room. Staging and/or dance
• Theatre and classroom capacities include staging for speaker appropriate to the size of the room.
• The Great Hall theatre seating is also accessible on the Mezzanine level.

Important notes

LET’S CREATE INCREDIBLE

F +61 7 3139 9955
W sales@bcec.com.au

Brisbane Convention & Exhibition Centre
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World-class – Affordable, contemporary conference spaces

Tech-savvy – Leaders in innovation and technology including a free conference app

Outstanding value – Enjoy exceptional, award-winning service and unparalleled flexibility

Unique spaces and meeting places – 44 meeting rooms from the intimately private to the spectacular

OUR CITY, YOUR CANVAS.
**Create with the world’s best**

- World-class – Affordable, contemporary conference spaces
- Tech-savvy – Leaders in innovation and technology including a free conference app
- Outstanding value – Enjoy exceptional, award-winning service and unparalleled flexibility
- Unique spaces and meeting places – 44 meeting rooms from the intimately private to the spectacular

**Our city**

- Brisbane, Australia’s best kept secret – A city whose star is on the rise with new hotels, edgy bars and restaurants
- Surrounded by icons – Pristine islands, rainforests and day trips to the reef – the best of Australia at your fingertips
- Always welcoming – A friendly, walkable, connected, compact and contemporary city
- Centre for humanity changing science – World’s first cancer vaccine developed in Brisbane

**Your canvas**

- Applauded – Australia’s most awarded convention centre
- Experience excellence – Capitalise on 25 years of industry knowledge and expertise
- Right in the heart – A unique cultural, entertainment and parkland precinct
- Prime location – Maximise delegate numbers with the Asia Pacific on our doorstep

**Brisbane Convention & Exhibition Centre**

**Capacity**

- Theatre
- Classroom
- Banquet
- Cocktail
- Metro

**Floor plans**

**Important notes**

- Theatre and classroom capacities include staging for speaker appropriate to the size of the room.
- The Great Hall theatre seating is also accessible on the Mezzanine level.
- Staging and/or dance platforms for cocktail and/or banquet events are available upon request.

**Contact**

- sales@bcec.com.au
- +61 7 3308 3063

**Address**

- South Bank, Brisbane, QLD, Australia 4101

**Applauded**

- Australia’s most awarded convention centre

**Surrounded by icons**

- Pristine islands, rainforests and day trips to the reef – the best of Australia at your fingertips

**Our city, your canvas.**

**More success per square metre**
The Plaza Level is the connecting link between BCEC on Grey Street and BCEC on Merivale Street.
CREATE WITH THE WORLD’S BEST

- World-class – Affordable, contemporary conference spaces
- Tech-savvy – Leaders in innovation and technology including a free conference app
- Outstanding value – Enjoy exceptional, award-winning service and unparalleled flexibility
- Unique spaces and meeting places – 44 meeting rooms from the intimately private to the spectacular

YOUR CANVAS

- Applauded – Australia’s most awarded convention centre
- Experience-excellence – Capitalise on 25 years of industry knowledge and expertise
- Right in the heart – A unique cultural, entertainment and parkland precinct
- Prime location – Maximise delegate numbers with the Asia Pacific on our doorstep
- Surrounded by icons – Pristine islands, rainforests and day trips to the reef – the best of Australia at your fingertips
- Centre for humanity changing science – World’s first cancer vaccine developed in Brisbane